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Legalization of documents: foreign hospital
write a message add to friends Specialist who left to another country on vacation or in need of service
can get. In this case, the accountant will have to deal with hospital imported model in which there are
a number of diﬃculties. The calculation will tell you how to allow them safely. Most likely there will be
problems from the specialists of cases in countries which signed a special a bilateral agreement on
legal assistance. In this preferred group includes Greece, Cuba, Bulgaria, Finland, CIS and other
States. For conﬁrmation of sick leaves issued on such areas does not require any special or additional
procedures. It is enough just to translate the document into Russian language and notarized. If Russia
does not have the above-mentioned agreement with the government where rooting a specialist
company then it will have to follow the established procedures of recognition of documents. These
include the procedure of apostilization in other words, on sick leave, you must aﬃx a special stamp
actually an apostille conﬁrming the authenticity of the paper and the powers of the doctor who signed
it. Perform the procedure the employee of the Ministry of justice or Ministry of foreign Aﬀairs of the
state where he was decorated with cast disability. In this case, the paper also needs to be translated
into Russian language and notarize the translation. However it unfortunately cannot be considered a
panacea. Certiﬁcation of documents is distributed again, not on all States but only for some of them
the full list is speciﬁed in the Hague Convention of 5 October 1961. The right to application of the
rules set out in part 4 of article 15 of the Constitution. The most diﬃcult algorithm to obtain money
when obtaining a branded hospital have the experts who were ill in the country is not a part of any
one of the above groups. In this case, you need to take care of document legalization. To start the
process you need in the host country before leaving home. First, the employee needs in the Ministry
of foreign Aﬀairs or other authorized body of the state where he was decorated with the hospital to
assure him. Then the same procedure must go to the consular oﬃce of the Russian Federation in the
country issuing the document in accordance with Administrative regulations approved by the Ministry
of foreign Aﬀairs of the Russian Federation No. 6093 of 26 may 2008. When you return to Russia
legalized the sheet of disability is necessary to translate and assure him of a notary. After that the
paper should be replaced by a similar document of the Russian sample. What will have to go to a
medical organization. There on the basis of the authorized foreign sick leave and
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